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A well-known
result of Tutte is that U,.,, the 4-point line, is the only non-binary
matroid
M such that, for every element e, both M\e and M/e, the deletion and
contraction
of e from M, are binary.
This paper characterizes
those non-binary
matroids
M such that, for every element e, M\e or M/e is binary.
c 1990 Academic
Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION
The class of binary matroids is one of the best-known and most frequently studied classes of matroids. In this paper, we characterize a class
of non-binary matroids that are, in a certain natural sense, close to being
binary. Tutte [11] proved that I!,$~ is the only non-binary matroid for
which every single-element deletion and every single-element contraction is
binary. Here we characterize a larger class of non-binary matroids: those
such that, for every element e, the deletion or the contraction of e is binary.
Most of the matroid terminology used here will follow Welsh [ 131. The
ground set, corank, and rank function of the matroid A4 will be denoted by
E(M), cork AI, and rk, respectively. If TG E(M), we shall say that M uses
T. We shall denote by M\T or MI (E(M) - T) the deletion of T from 44,
and by M/T the contraction of T from M.
Let n be a positive integer. The matroid M is n-connected [ 121 if, for all
positive integers k < n, there is no partition {S, T} of E(M) such that 1SI,
)TI 2 k and rk S + rk T- rk A4 = k - 1. Thus a matroid is 2-connected
precisely when it is connected [ 13, p. 691. Moreover, it is easy to show that
A4 is n-connected if and only if M* is n-connected.
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For matroids M, and M, such that E(M,) A E(M,) = (p}, we denote
the series and parallel connections of M, and M, with respect to the
basepoint p by S(M,, M,) and P(M,, M2). If both E(M,) and E(M,) have
at least three elements and p is neither a loop nor a coloop of M, or M,,
then the 2-sum of M, and M, is P(M,, M2)\p, or equivalently,
S(M,, M2)/p. We call M, and M2 the parts of this 2-sum. One attractive
feature of this operation is that the dual of the 2-sum of M, and M, is the
2-sum of My and MT. Seymour [8, (2.6)] (see also [l, 31) proved the
following basic link between 3-connectedness and 2-sums.
(1.1) LEMMA.
A connected matroid M is not 3-connected if and only if
there is a pair of matroids such that M is their 2-sum.
We shall assume familiarity with other basic properties of 2-sums. Those
needed here are summarized in [S, p. 6641.
If {x, y} is a circuit of the matroid M, we say that x and y are in parallel
in M. If {x, y } is a cocircuit, then x and y are in series. A parallel class of
M is a maximal subset A of E(M) such that if a and b are distinct members
of A, then a and b are in parallel. Series classesare defined analogously. A
series or parallel class is non-triuiul if it contains more than one element.
The matroid N is a seriesextension of M if M= N/T and every element of
T is in series with some element of M. We call N a parallel extension of M
if N* is a series extension of M*.
The main results of this paper use the following basic construction. Let
C be a circuit-hyperplane
of the matroid M, that is, C is both a circuit and
a hyperplane of M. Let g = {B: B is a basis of M} u {C}. Then it is well
known (see, for example, [7, p. 164; 9, p. 771) that g is the set of bases of
a matroid M’ on E(M). Following Kahn [4], we call M’ a relaxation of
M. We shall also say that M’ has been obtained from M by relaxing the
circuit-hyperplane
C. Thus, for example, the non-Fan0 and non-Pappus
matroids are relaxations of the Fano and Pappus matroids, respectively.
Moreover, the whirl YY’ [ 13, p. 811 is a relaxation of M(K),
the cycle
matroid of the r-spoked wheel.
The next two theorems are the main results of the paper. Although the
second is weaker than the first, we state both since the proof of the second
is a major step in the proof of the first.
(1.2) THEOREM.

The following

two statements are equivalent for

a

matroid M.

(i)
(ii)

M is non-binary and, for every element e, M\e or M/e is binary.

(a) Both rk M and cork M exceed two and M can be obtained
from a connected binary matroid by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane; or
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(b)

M is isomorphic to a parallel extension of U,,, for some n >, 5;

(c)

M is isomorphic to a seriesextension of Un--Z,nfor some n > 5;

or
or

(d) M can be obtained from U,., by series extension of a subset S
of E( U2.4) and parallel extension of a disjoint subset T of E( U2.4) where S
or T may be empty.
(1.3) THEOREM.

The following

two statements are equivalent for

a

matroid M.

(i) M is non-binary, 3-connected, and, for every element e, M\e or
M/e is binary.
(ii)

(a) M is isomorphic to Uz,, or Un-2,n for some n 2 4; or
(b) both the rank and corank of M exceed two and M can be

obtainedfrom a 3-connected binary matroid by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane.

The proofs of these theorems will be given in Section 2. In the remainder
of this section, we note some preliminaries that will be needed in the proofs.
We begin with a number of properties of relaxation that were noted by
Kahn [4, p. 3201.
(1.4) LEMMA.
Suppose that M, is obtained from M, by relaxing the
circuit-hyperplane C. Then
(i) M2* is obtained from MT by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane
E(M,) - C;
(ii) if a E C and b EE(M) - C, then M,\a = M,\a and M,/b = M,/b;

(iii)
(iv)

tf M, is n-connected, then so is M, ; and
tf M, is connected, then M, is non-binary.

The following result enables one to recognize when a matroid is a relaxation of another matroid. The straightforward proof is omitted.
(1.5) LEMMA.
Let M be a matroid having rank at least one and Y be a
basis of M. Suppose that, for all e in E(M) - Y, the fundamental circuit of
e with respect to Y is Yu e. Then
({Z:ZisacircuitofM}-{Yue:eEE(M)-Y))u(Y}
is the set of circuits of a matroid N on E(M). Moreover, Y is a hyperplane
of N and M is obtained from N by relaxing Y.

The next two lemmas are structural results for non-binary

3-connected
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matroids. Figure 1 gives Euclidean representations for the matroids P, and
Qs that appear in the second of these.
(1.6) LEMMA [9, (3.1)].
If x and y are elements of a non-binary
3-connected matroid M, then M has a U,*,-minor using {x, y}.
(1.7) LEMMA [S, Theorem 3.11. Let M be a non-binary 3-connected
matroid having rank and corank at least three. Then M has a minor
isomorphic to one of cCJ~,~,P,, Q6, or W”3.

Theorem 1.2 contains one generalization
of Tutte’s excluded-minor
characterization of binary matroids [ 111. The following is an alternative
generalization of that result.
(1.8) LEMMA. Let M be a non-binary matroid such that, for some
element e, both M\e and M/e are binary. Then M is obtained from a 4-point
line having ground set (e, e,, e2, e3) by a sequence of at most three 2-sums
where the basepoints of these 2-sums are e,, e,, and e,, the other part of
each 2-sum is binary, and each of e,, e2, and e3 is the basepoint of at most
one of these 2-sums.
ProoJ: Evidently we may assume that M is connected. The lemma is
now immediate from [S, Theorem 3.81. 1

As an immediate

consequence of the last result, we have the following:

(1.9) COROLLARY [5, Corollary 3.91. If M is 3-connected, non-binary
and, for some element e, both M\e and M/e are binary, then M z U2,4.

2. THE PROOFS

In this section, we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, beginning with the latter.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume that (ii) holds. If M z UZ,n or U,- 2,n for
some na4, then (i) holds. Now suppose that both the rank and corank of
M exceed two and that M is obtained from a binary 3-connected matroid

/cP6<e
Q6
FIGURE

1
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N by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane
C. Then, by Lemma 1.4(iii) and (iv), M
is 3-connected and non-binary. Moreover, by Lemma 1.4(ii), if e E C, then
M\e is binary, while if e E E(M) - C, then M/e is binary. We conclude that
(ii) implies (i).
Now suppose that (i) holds. Evidently, if rk M = 2 or cork M= 2, then,
as M is 3-connected, it is isomorphic to Uz., or U, --2,n for some n b 4.
Thus we may assume that both the rank and corank of M exceed two.
Suppose that rk M= 3. Then, by Lemma 1.7, M has a minor isomorphic
to one of U,,,, P,, Qs, or ?K3. In the first three cases, if the element e is
as marked in Fig. 2, then both M\e and M/e are non-binary. We conclude
that M has a “K3-minor, but has no minor isomorphic to U3,6, P,, or Q6.
Using this and the fact that, for all elements e of M, M\e or M/e is binary,
it is not difficult to check that M is isomorphic to w3 or the non-Fan0
matroid. As these matroids are relaxations of M(?&) and the Fano
matroid, respectively, the theorem holds if rk M= 3. By duality, it also
holds if cork M= 3.
We now assume that both rk M and cork M exceed three. Let
and Y = ( y E E(M) : M/y is nonx= +E(M):
M\ x is non-binary}
binary). By Corollary 1.9, Xu Y =E(M) and, by hypothesis, Xn Y = 0.
(2.1) LEMMA.

Y is a basis and X is a cobasisof M.

Proof. As {X, Y} is a partition of E(M), it suffices to show that Y is a
basis. Since M is non-binary, for some pair, A and D, of disjoint subsets
of E(M), M\A/D = U2/,. Evidently DE Y and A c X. Moreover, as
Xn Y = 0, we may assume that D is independent and A is coindependent
in M.
Since rk M and cork M exceed three, we can choose 2-element subsets
{d,, d,} and {al, a*} of D and A, respectively. By Lemma 1.6, M has
U,.,-minors
M\A’/D’
and M\A”jD”
that use (d,, d,} and {a,, a,},
respectively. Since Xn Y= 0, both D’ and A” contain at least two
elements of E(M) - (A u D), and D’ n A” = 0. Thus exactly two elements,
say e, and e2, of E(M) - (A u D) are in Y and the other two elements are
in X. Since D and {e,, e2} are bases of M 1D and M/D, respectively,
D u {e, , e2} is a basis of M. Since D u {e, , ez } = Y, the lemma holds. 1
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We shall show next that it is the set Y whose relaxation
matroid M.
(2.2) LEMMA.

For all e in X, the fundamental

produces the

circuit C(e, Y) is Y u e.

Proof
Suppose that, for some element e of X, the fundamental circuit
C(e, Y) does not contain Y. Then we can choose an element y, from
Y - C(e, Y). Let y, be an element of Y - y, . By Lemma 1.6, A4 has a Uz,4minor M\Z,/Z,
using ( y,, y, >. Evidently Z, E Y and 1Z2/ = rk M- 2 =
( YI - 2. Therefore Z2 = Y- ( y,, yz}. Thus, in M/Z,,
there are two
possibilities: either (I) e is a loop, or (II) e is parallel to y,. In the first
case, MfZ,/e, and hence, M/e is non-binary, contrary to the fact that e E X.
In case II, MJZ,\ y, has a U2,4-minor, contrary to the fact that y2 E Y. We
conclude that the lemma holds. 1
Now define the collection 59 to be
({Z:ZisacircuitofM}-(Yue:eEX})u{Y}.
Then, by Lemma 1.5, %?is the set of circuits of a matroid N on E(M) and
Y is a hyperplane of N. Moreover, M is obtained from N by relaxing the
circuit-hyperplane
Y. By Lemma 1.4(i), M* is obtained from N* by
relaxing the circuit-hyperplane
X of N*. Thus the set of cocircuits of N is
({Z*:Z*

is a cocircuit of M)-{Xuf:fEY})u{X}.

The next two lemmas complete the proof that (i) implies (ii) by showing
that N is 3-connected and binary.
(2.3) LEMMA.

N is 3-connected.

Prooj
Suppose that N is not 3-connected. Then, as E(N) = E(M), for
some k in { 1,2}, there is a partition {S, T} of E(M) such that ISI, 1TI 2 k
and
rk,(S)+rk,(T)-rk
N=k1.
(2.4)
Now, all subsets of E(M) except Y have the same rank in N as they do in M,
while rkN( Y) = rk N- 1. Thus, as M is 3-connected, (2.4) implies that S or
T, say T, equals Y. Hence, S = X and rk,X=
k. As 1x1 B 4 and A4 is 3-connetted, k # 1. Hence k = 2. Thus, in M, the set X is a cobasis contained in
a line L that has at least four points. Now, since rk M> 4, there is an
element y of M not in L. As M\y has a &,-minor,
it is non-binary.
But ~4 X and so we have a contradiction that completes the proof of
the lemma. a
(2.5) LEMMA.

N is binary.
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Proof:
Assume that N is non-binary. Then, by a well-known result of
Seymour [6, p. 3601, N has a circuit C and a cocircuit C* such that
IC n C*l = 3. Now C is a circuit of M unless C = Y, and C* is a cocircuit
of A4 unless C* = X. As X and Y are disjoint, we cannot have both C = Y
and C* = X.
Suppose that C= Y. Then C* is a cocircuit of M and is not equal to X.
Hence C* p X, so we can choose an element x from X- C*. Now Y w x
is a circuit of A4 meeting C* in exactly three elements. Thus M/x is nonbinary because Y and C* are a circuit and a cocircuit of it that meet in
exactly three elements. But, since XEX, this is a contradiction. Therefore
C # Y and, by duality, C* #X. Hence C is a circuit of M and C* is a
cocircuit of M.
Suppose y E C- C*. Then C - y is a circuit and C* is a cocircuit of
M/y. Thus M/y is non-binary and so y E Y. Hence C - C* E Y, and, by
duality, C* - C G X. Consider C n C *. As C g Y and C* g X, neither
CA C* n X nor C n C* n Y is empty. Since ICn C*l = 3, it follows that
(C n C* n XI or ICn C* n YI is 1. By duality, we may assume the former.
Let CnC*n
X= {z}. Then CE Yuz. But Yuz is a circuit of M. Hence
C = Y u z and so C is not a circuit of N. This contradiction completes the
proof of Lemma 2.5 and thereby that of Theorem 1.3. 1
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We omit the straightforward argument showing
that if (ii) holds, then so does (i). Now assume that (i) holds. We argue by
induction on IE(M)I to show that (ii) holds. If M is 3-connected, then the
result follows easily from Theorem 1.3. Assume the result is true for all
matroids having fewer elements than M. It is straightforward to check that
M must be connected. Hence, as M is connected but not 3-connected,
Lemma 1.1 implies
that, for some matroids
M, and M, with

E(M,)nE(M,)=

{P}, M=P(M,,

Now M, or M, is non-binary.
mer.
(2.6)

LEMMA.

M2)\p where IHM,)I,

Without

I.JWf2)l >3.

loss of generality, assume the for-

M, is isomorphic to U,,, or U, _ ,,” for somen 3 3.

Proof. Since M is connected, so is M,. For each x in E(M,) - p, let C,
and C,* be a maximum-sized circuit and a maximum-sized cocircuit of M,
containing {p, x}. If both IC,I and IC.:l exceed two, then both M\x and
M/x have M, as a minor, so both are non-binary, a contradiction.
Thus,
for all x in E( M2) - p, IC,I = 2 or IC-f I = 2. If x and y are distinct elements
of E(M,) - p and I C,J = 2 = I C,*l, then C, n CT = {p}, a contradiction.
Thus either I C,I = 2 for all x in E( M,) -p, or I C.: ( = 2 for all such x. The
lemma follows immediately.
u

By the last lemma, we may assume that M2 z U,., for some n B 3,
otherwise we replace M by M* in the argument that follows. We may also
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suppose that M, has no elements in parallel with p, since any such element
can be taken to be in Mz rather than in M,. Thus M is obtained from M,
by replacing p by n - 1 elements in parallel.
(2.7) LEMMA.

For all e in E(M,),

M,\e

or M, Je is binary.

Proof If e#p,
then, by [2, Propositions
4.7 and 5.61, M\e=
P(M,\e, M,)\p and M/e= P(M,/e, M2)\p. Since M\e or M/e is binary
and M, is also binary, it follows that M,\e or M,/e is binary. Now suppose that e = p. Pick an element q of E(M,) - p. Then M\q is non-binary,
so M/q is binary. But M/q E M, /p @IUO,,_ ?. Hence
M,/p

is binary.

We conclude that Lemma 2.7 holds.

(2.8)

1

By the induction assumption, one of (ii)(a)-(d) holds for M,. Suppose
(ii)(a) holds, that is, both rk M, and cork M, exceed two, and M, can be
obtained from a connected binary matroid N, by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane C. If p +! C, then M is isomorphic to the matroid obtained from M,
by adjoining n - 2 elements in parallel with p. If we adjoin n - 2 elements
in parallel with p in N,, we get a connected binary matroid N, that still
has C as a circuit-hyperplane.
It is not difficult to check that M is
isomorphic to the matroid obtained from Nz by relaxing C. Thus if p $ C,
then (ii)(a) holds for M. We may therefore assume that p E C. Then, by
Lemma 1.4(ii), M,\p = N,\p. Hence M,\p is binary. In addition, by (2.8),
M,/p is binary. Therefore, by Lemma 1.8, M, can be obtained from U2,4 by
a sequence of at most three 2-sums. By Lemma 2.6, one part of each of
these 2-sums is either a rank-one uniform matroid or a corank-one uniform
matroid. We conclude that if M, satisfies (ii)(a), then M satisfies (ii)(d).
If M, satisfies (ii)(b), then, clearly, so does M. We may now suppose
that M, satisfies (ii)(c) or (ii)(d). If p is in a non-trivial series class, then,
since M, is non-binary, so is MI/p, a contradiction to (2.8). Thus we may
assume that p is not in a non-trivial series class. It follows that if M,
satisfies (ii)(c), then MI/p is isomorphic to a series extension of iJ,- 3,n-,
and again (2.8) is contradicted. Hence we may suppose that M, satisfies
(ii)(d). Then, by the choice of M,, the element p is not in a non-trivial
parallel class of M,. Thus p is an element of U,,, that is not involved in
any of the series and parallel extensions used to form M,. We conclude
that M satisfies (ii)(d), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1.2. 1
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